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Abstract
Housing Stock Energy Models (HSEMs) play a determinant role in the
study of strategies to decarbonise the UK housing stock. Over the past three
decades, a range of national HSEMs have been developed and deployed to es-
timate the energy demand of the 27 million dwellings that comprise the UK
housing stock. However, despite ongoing improvements in the fidelity of both
modelling strategies and calibration data, their longevity, usability and reli-
ability have been compromised by a lack of modularity and openness in the
underlying algorithms and calibration data sets. To address these shortfalls,
a new open and modular platform for the dynamic simulation of national (in
the first instance, the UK) housing stocks has been developed—the housing
stock Energy Hub (EnHub). This paper describes EnHub’s architecture, its
underlying rationale, the datasets it employs, its current scope, examples of
its application, and plans for its further development. In this we pay par-
ticular attention to the systematic identification of housing archetypes and
their corresponding attributes to represent the stock. The scenarios we anal-
yse in our initial applications of EnHub, based on these archetypes, focus
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on improvements to housing fabric, the efficiency of lights and appliances
and of the related behavioural practices of their users. In this we consider a
perfect uptake scenario and a conditional (partial) uptake scenario. Results
from the disaggregation of energy use throughout the stock for the baseline
case and for our scenarios indicate that improvements to solid wall and loft
thermal performance are particularly effective, as are reductions in infiltra-
tion. Improvements in lights and appliances and reductions in the intensity
of their use are largely counteracted by increases in heating demand. Hous-
ing archetypes that offer the greatest potential savings are apartments and
detached dwellings, owing to their relatively high surface area to volume
ratio; in particular for pre-1919 and inter-war epochs.
Keywords: housing stock, dynamic energy simulation, open-source,
modularity, policy support
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1. Introduction
The UK’s Climate Change Act aims to reduce the 1990 Greenhouse
Gases (GHG) emissions level by 80 % by 2050 [1]. To this end, the Committee
on Climate Change (CCC) has established a series of incremental targets
(or budgets) for the whole energy sector, including the production of 30 %5
of electricity from renewable sources by 2020, and the reduction of GHG
emissions by 50 % by 2025. The UK emitted a total of 564 MtCO2e in 2011,
which is 36% below the peak value registered in 1979 and 28 % below that
of 1990 [2]. This reduction was mainly caused by a shift from coal to nat-
ural gas, by a displacement of industrial activity (primarily to Asia), and10
by major improvements in the performance of the transport sector [3]. This
means that even though the reduction in this period is close to the CCC
target, this has largely been achieved in the absence of systematic structural
improvements to reduce energy demands. Some of the more significant op-
portunities for demand reduction are found in the domestic sector, where15
emissions have been maintained at almost the same level since 1990 [2].
In 2011, the domestic sector contributed 124 MtCO2e to the total emis-
sions; two-fifths of these were caused by the generation of electrical energy
in power stations and the remainder by direct combustion of fossil fuels.
End-use energy demand in the domestic sector is attributed to four key ser-20
vices: 60% to space heating, 20% to domestic hot water (DHW), 17% to
lighting and appliances, and 3% to cooking [4]. This highlights the impor-
tance of thermal energy flows in the development of Housing Stock Energy
Models (HSEMs).
Efforts have been made to improve the performance of the existing hous-25
ing stock, but these have mostly been counteracted by the construction of
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new buildings, serving a larger population, comprised of smaller households.
For this reason, a full understanding of the energy flow in dwellings, and
the factors influencing them, is required to formulate robust policies and
strategies [5, 6] to achieve significant reductions in their carbon emission30
intensity. This requires further efforts on two fronts. On the one hand,
the disaggregated measurement of end-use energy demand to complement
existing surveys of housing characteristics for a representative sample of
archetypes; and on the other, the formulation and calibration of suitable
HSEMs, describing not only the performance of the existing stock, but also35
how this stock is likely to evolve in response to policy measures designed to
reduce carbon intensity [7, 8].
In their recent review, Sousa et al. [9] systematically evaluated, using
a detailed matrix characterising their functionalities, usability and accessi-
bility, the attributes of the 29 HSEMs that have hitherto been developed40
and deployed in the UK. From this they identified the Cambridge Housing
Model (CHM) as being the most fully developed. They also concluded that
a) the models should be transparent so that their underlying algorithms can
be understood and evaluated, and be amenable to improvement; b) future
HSEMs should have a modular architecture so that each module can be45
edited and additional modules can be added; c) their underlying thermal
models should be dynamic, to support accurate prediction of indoor tem-
peratures and comfort, and the associated operation of heating systems; and
d) databases should track their sources and development, and be continu-
ally updated so they can maintain their validity. Furthermore, a successful50
dynamic HSEM would ideally capitalise on available computing power, to
support the rigorous and exhaustive testing of alternative decarbonisation
hypotheses (concerning both design and energy using practices).
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The housing stock Energy Hub (EnHub) platform has been developed
in direct response to these observations. It is open and modular in struc-55
ture, and enhances the virtues of existing HSEMs by dynamically simulating
the performance of the building archetypes that comprise the UK housing
stock; this latter requiring semantically attributed three-dimensional rep-
resentations. EnHub also facilitates the straightforward testing of targeted
housing stock decarbonisation scenarios, and is readily extensible to support60
the integration of models predicting household’s investments to reduce their
carbon intensity, and the associated impacts, in response to policies and
strategies designed to stimulate these investments. By dynamically sim-
ulating the stock, it also facilitates the (future) study of how households
apportion the co-benefits arising from these investments: reducing energy65
use and emissions on the one hand, and improving indoor thermal com-
fort and health on the other. Finally, EnHub improves on computational
scalability using cloud and high performance computing technologies.
The processing of data to represent the housing stock is achieved using
the statistical computing software R [10]. This is also used to construct70
dwelling archetypes, which are then simulated using the dynamic building
simulation program EnergyPlus [11]. The platform creates geometrically
simplified models constructed of contiguous cuboids, following the Domestic
Ventilation Model (DOMVENT) [12] and Steadman’s model [13]; assigning
semantic attributes to these cuboids based on survey data (i.e. of envelope75
properties and household variables). Thus, the platform is able to derive
more informative metrics than has hitherto been possible, including inci-
dences of discomfort, the proportion of the stock that over- or under-heats,
the heat gains per square metre of floor area, the disaggregation of energy
demands, and the estimation of peak thermal and power demands.80
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The paper begins by describing, in Section 2, the basis of EnHub: its
algorithms and data structures, and the workflow employed in its applica-
tion. Then, in Section 3, a number of scenarios to decarbonise the domestic
stock in the UK are tested and discussed in terms of their effectiveness. The
paper closes by critically evaluating the utility of EnHub, and by identifying85
how its utility can be further enhanced to support the formulation, and the
more rigorous testing, of alternative decarbonisation policies and strategies.
2. Methods: Statistical Analysis and Engineering Models
The structure of EnHub takes its inspiration from the CHM, which is
at the core of the Energy Consumption in the UK study [4], and has been90
identified as the most flexible and powerful of prior HSEMs [9]. The principle
data set underpinning both EnHub and CHM is derived from the English
Housing Survey (EHS), which comprised 14,951 dwellings in its 2011 version,
and is weighted to represent the 21 million houses in England. This data
set is augmented by the Census and the Home Energy Efficiency Database.95
The principle differences between EnHub and CHM, besides the more
granular and transparent architecture of EnHub, are that:
i. EnHub utilises the dynamic simulation program EnergyPlus for energy
performance predictions, while CHM uses the Building Research Es-
tablishment Domestic Energy Model (BREDEM), a simplified energy100
balance model.
ii. EnHub represents dwellings volumetrically, thus explicitly representing
built form and adjacency (e.g. exposed or shared walls), and facilitating
the more explicit modelling of thermal losses and solar gains, while CHM
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only scales the dwelling archetypes, limiting the analysis of envelope105
transfers.
iii. EnHub’s archetypes represent the housing stock in a structured hierar-
chical way, which eases communication with its underlying data sets and
facilitates convenient testing of modifications to their attributes, while
CHM requires direct manipulation of models corresponding to individual110
EHS entries: testing modifications is far from convenient.
iv. EnHub’s architecture is readily extensible to model households’ responses
to socio-economic drivers influencing investments and changes to be-
havioural practice that impact on net building energy demand.
v. EnHub employs a process of statistical data reduction to reduce the115
number of archetypes to simulate, while CHM evaluates every instance
of the EHS data sets, with corresponding redundancy.
[Figure 1 about here.]
The steps involved in the application of EnHub are conceptually sum-
marised in Figure 1 and are described in detail in the following sub-sections.120
Once the main data set is integrated into the platform, the open-source sta-
tistical computing platform R is used to mine these data and to reduce the
sample size by determining the most relevant archetypes contained in the
original data set. Then, this reduced data set is re-weighted to match the
original totals. The next step uses the archetypes to create a set of seman-125
tically enriched volumetric models that are used by EnergyPlus to simulate
dynamic energy flows.
It is worth noting that both R and EnergyPlus can be paired with a
Graphical User Interface (GUI)—a feature that is under development—or
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run in Command Language Interface (CLI) mode. In this way, both can130
be controlled from within a shell1. The purpose of using a shell is that
1) the platform can be detached from the operating system and 2) a set
of low-level scripts can systematically control the modelling process. This
enables parallelisation, so that a High Performance Computing (HPC) fa-
cility can be called upon to accelerate the computation tasks, by around135
two orders of magnitude. In this way, a number of computer nodes can be
simultaneously requested, each being allocated an instance of EnergyPlus
and a corresponding EnergyPlus Input Data File (idf). Hence, the paralleli-
sation of the simulation process depends on available HPC resources. The
generated data, on any chosen hardware, can then be re-integrated into the140
process described in Figure 1. The results are then extrapolated to the sub-
sets of the UK stock represented by these archetypes, and the results are
analysed.
2.1. Step 1: Data Mining
To provide a level of confidence in the EHS data set, a data mining pro-145
cess is performed. Data mining involves the application of diverse methods
to predict and/or classify typically complex databases [14, 15]. Predictive
methods usually apply regressions, although a highly developed sub-type in-
cludes hierarchical models (e.g. trees, additive models, neural networks) [5].
Classification methods usually apply cluster and ordination analyses, and150
are mainly used to study large databases. Both predictive and classification
methods identify the proximity2 between variables, and can be adapted and
1A shell is a program which provides an interface between the user and the operating
system. Such an interface may be called via a CLI or via scripting files.
2The term proximity is a general term used in statistics that covers the numerous
methods that estimate distance, dissimilarity coefficients and metric inequalities.
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complemented to obtain further information about their emerging relation-
ships. For example, the strength of correlation between a range of input
variables and an output may determine influential input parameters; some155
input variables may have a similar influence on the output, so they can be
combined or classified to reduce repetition. In studies employing survey
data, it is common to interpret a variable as an independent predictor (also
known as model misspecification), whereas in reality this should be linked
to functional associations. Looking at both the origin of the data and the160
units of observation helps to identify such associations.
For housing stock studies, the chosen units of observation may be di-
rectly derived from real archetypes (representative samples) or deployed as
average archetypes (synthetic samples) [16, 17, 18, 19]. Their selection de-
pends on both the purpose of the study and the developer’s expertise. The165
formation of archetypes requires predictive methods to define associations,
and to derive fit-for-purpose units of the stock. It is possible to use both
techniques to incorporate multiple sources of information, and to enhance
the robustness of the archetypes.
When considering a data set with inputs and outputs, the first step is170
to test its linearity (summarised in the upper part of Algorithm 1). This is
useful for revealing similarity in the inputs, statistical independence of the
output variables, and—for the case of multiple variables—clusters of data.
To this end, two parameters are essential to define the level of linearity
among variables: proximity and correlation coefficients. Depending on the175
structure of the data set (i.e. types of variables, number of cases, weights,
survey design), both parameters can be employed to ensure that reduced
versions of the dataset are appropriately structured and scaled. Previous
studies of nationwide surveys have investigated the usability of the linear
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association [20, 21, 22], and there appears to be agreement in the value of180
employing robust methods to account for the influence of categories, and
more importantly, to identify redundant variables in terms of their level of
significance [5, 23]. Robust methods apply criteria to reduce the impact of
multicollinearity, partial effects, and unclear distributions [24]; for instance,
by employing median values to identify influential variables, by removing185
outliers, or by assuming partial distributions to avoid misleading tendencies.
Algorithm 1 Data mining (on top) and reduction (on bottom) processes. Notation: ←
means assigned from; → means assigned to; ∝ means is proportional to; := means creates
and assigns
1. test for linearity
L← glm(EHS,OutEnHubEnergySimulation)
190
2. test for correlation
C ← fpca(EHS,OutEnHubEnergySimulation)
3. search for redundancy applying backwards elimination
glm(L,C,OutEnHubEnergySimulation)backwards195
---------------------------------------------------------
4. re -sampling process based on mining outcomes
EHSreduced ← (EHS ∝ LHS(EHS))200
5. kruskal -wallis test and comparison for consistency
KWt(EHS,EHSreduced)
6. obtain population subtotals , i.e. the accumulated205
sum for each group (n)
TP → S1 + S2 + ...+ Sn
7. obtain sample subtotals
Ts → s1 + s2 + ...+ sn210
8. compensate with scaling factor for each variable
cn → Sn/sn
9. adjust parameters accordingly (medians or modes)215
if n : numeric then si := S˜i
if n : categorical then si := Ŝi
10. re-construct sample using the compensated factors
Ts′ → s1 · c1 + s2 · c2 + ...+ sn · cn220
In our case, a linearity test is performed via Focused Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (FPCA) and Generalised Linear Models (GLMs), with a view
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to identifying potential overlaps among the variables. FPCA extends the
classic approach of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) that applies scores225
to the variance of the data and, by extracting the proximity of those vari-
ables that are ranked most highly, identifies redundant variables. It is also
useful in testing for correlations between variables, the presence of clusters,
and the measurement of variability [25] and collinearity [26]. FPCA is used
because it provides a virtual rank of the variables, thus identifying those that230
are most influential. Furthermore, because non-linear relations and mixed
effects are expected in the EHS, FPCA is useful in ranking variables that
include categorical variables; acknowledging that, due to the dimensions of
the EHS, the outcomes are merely indicative and should be complemented
with alternative methods.235
To tackle the problem of multicollinearity, GLMs may also be applied
to eliminate redundant variables. GLMs extend ordinary linear models by
including a distribution of the expected response and by assuming that more
than one variable is dependent [27]. In this way, as with FPCA, GLMs rank
the variance in the variables in addition of the level of significance3.240
[Figure 2 about here.]
Figure 2 illustrates significant associations between input variables and
three corresponding foci: gas demand, carbon emission, and internal average
temperature. Here, the shorter the distance between a variable and the fo-
cus, the stronger their correlation [26]. The colour of the variables indicates245
whether their correlation with the focus is positive or negative, where red
is positive and blue is negative. Also, variables in the same quadrant are
3The level of significance (or p − value) is a trigger at which the null hypothesis is
rejected. Although not mandatory, the trigger at 0.05 is commonly employed.
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positively correlated, whereas those in opposite quadrants are negatively
correlated. For example, Figure 2c describes the degree of correlation of
variables with the average internal air temperature IntrnlT. Here, both the250
total floor area (tfa) and wall type (wllcnst) are at a similar distance from
the focus and are located in opposite quadrants. Therefore, they are nega-
tively correlated to each other, and have a similar magnitude of correlation
with their focus. However, tfa is blue and so is negatively correlated with
the focus, whereas wllcnst is red and is positively correlated with the focus.255
These relationships can be explained by the characteristics of different hous-
ing archetypes, where older dwellings, constructed pre-1920, incorporate less
energy conserving materials in their envelope, and are generally bigger [28].
Finally, the surrounding coloured radial line indicates the limit of acceptable
associations, although the high number of variables considered in this case260
makes this wide.
The linearity test is complemented by performing a process of backwards
elimination to remove redundant variables. This process consists of rank-
ing the variance of the variables, and systematically removing those having
a minor influence. The level of significance of the whole model becomes265
the criterion used to determine when the model sufficiently represents the
stock (see 3 in Algorithm 1). Because the GLM splits categorical values in
its classes to independently evaluate each of them, some uncommon sub-
categories may be eliminated in the process, but then be re-included in the
outcome regarding a main variable. For instance, this is the case when con-270
sidering the main heating system, where 95% are central gas and electric
systems, and so the less common systems (e.g. oil, wood, and coal) are
initially removed from the GLM outcome.
Three results of the linearity test are presented in Figure 2 to identify
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the most influential parameters for each outcome, based on evaluating the275
full EHS data set using the dynamic simulation program EnergyPlus. In
this way, it is possible to obtain different ranks according to the chosen
outcome variable. Likewise, Appendix A shows the resulting variables for
three reference outcomes of the model; here, the analysis reveals that fabric
components, particularly the geometric parameters, are essential for the280
model, so that a relatively explicit representation of them is appropriate.
Table A.6 in the Appendix also highlights four variables that are shown as
significant in Figure 2: Total Floor Area (TFA), number of floors, DHW
and eHS (household size); each of these variables appear within the inner
circles in the Figure, and so are considered either for the reduction process285
or in the construction of our volumetric archetypes.
[Table 1 about here.]
2.2. Step 2: Statistical Reduction
By generating volumetric archetypes, model complexity (in terms of data
inputs) and computational cost increase; for each archetype needs to be ex-290
plicitly simulated. Therefore, it is useful to explore strategies to reduce
the number of them. An initial approach to achieve this, is to consider
the most influential geometrical parameters of the relatively homogeneous
housing stock, i.e. an attempt to encapsulate the different shapes that are
present in it. For instance, a cuboid configuration—as illustrated in Fig-295
ure 7—is different for mid-terrace and end-of-terrace houses, which is rele-
vant when evaluating the effects of shared boundaries. It is also similar for
end-of-terrace and semi-detached houses, but with different proportions and
semantic attributes.
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Variables C1 − C4 in Table 1 represent the 64 combinations of geomet-300
ric archetypes that represent the range of UK housing archetypes. These
geometric variables are complemented with semantic variables that repre-
sent heating systems, period of construction, tenure type, and region. As
expected, some of these variables are correlated with each other [29, 30, 9].
For example, older constructions employing solid masonry, have significantly305
been larger than modern ones, have evolved from solid or oil fuels to gas,
and have mainly involved private owners. Gradually, due to the rise of local
authority housing schemes [31, 32], in addition to the simultaneous improve-
ments in energy conservation measures and policies [33, 28], the modernisa-
tion of the housing stock improved fac¸ades to reduce heat losses, introduced310
electric heating systems, intensified the installation of efficient water heat-
ing technologies, and adapted to smaller households [34, 2]. The correlation
of such variables constitutes thus a reliable indicator among households,
dwellings and their energy performance. This can be seen, for example, in
the Government’s Standard Assessment Procedure [35], which is deployed315
to catalogue building properties in the UK, and tabulates most of these
variables.
By including these semantic variables into the modelling of archetypes,
the relevant parameters identified in both the FPCA and the GLM are
preserved, so that the stock is effectively characterised. These variables,320
summarised in the bottom of Table 1, are also employed to identify re-
dundancy in the data set, and hence to reduce its size by applying Latin
Hypercube Sampling (LHS), a method that improves the randomisation pro-
cess of a typical sample, by assigning a suitable distribution that describes
the range of possible values, or by specifying parameters for each variable325
(or dimension) of the data set [36, 37]—this is summarised in the lower part
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of Algorithm 1. It is worth noting that these properties are considered in
a reduced form, otherwise the combination of each category, as specified in
the EHS, would increase in size. Therefore, LHS is applied, varying the
sample size, the number of variables, and the iteration size. This sampling330
strategy is convenient because it can handle both numerical and categorical
data, whilst ensuring that the statistical structure of the sampled synthetic
stock is a good approximation of the original survey dataset (e.g. in terms
of dwelling shape, size, envelope properties and technologies)—see Figure 5,
of which more later.335
The results of the LHS indicate that by using the variables C1 − C8 (in
Table 1), the objective function stabilises with samples over 600 elements
and converges at around 1000 (see Figures 3a-3c). Both reference variables
and weighting values (used to compensate common properties) are used to
optimise the objective matrix for each EHS sampling unit. This reduction340
process shows that when only a few variables are considered, the resulting
data set is highly affected by the sample size, whereas the data set with
more variables stabilises much faster. In our case, 1016 unique units are
sufficient to represent the structure of the stock. These are defined by the
combination of variables minus the non-existent configurations in the survey345
data, that are able to represent the main composition of the housing stock;
a 15-fold reduction of the EHS data set, whilst adequately representing its
structure. An alternative method of creating a reduced stock is to associate
median parameter values to the 64 units formed from 7 of the 8 categorical
variables (C1 − C6 and C8) given in Table 1 (C7 is excluded here because350
it is too broad), but this risks an inadequate description of the structure of
the stock for a modest computational saving.
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[Figure 3 about here.]
Figures 5a-5b suggest that the loss of information through statistical
reduction does not have a significant impact on the representation of the355
structure of the stock. For instance, Figure 5a shows that the median and
variance of GF area is well represented in the reduced data set; likewise the
GF storey height, albeit with slightly reduced variance. The characterisation
of categorical variables is similarly well represented, as seen in Figure 5b.
Similar results are found for all the input variables forming the data set. In360
addition to this visual inspection, the resulting variability in the data set
is evaluated using a Kruskal-Wallis H Test (KWt) across all the variables.
This non-parametric test can be used to identify whether the variables in
the reduced data set maintain the original information. The KWt compares
the correlation of variables in the data set, so they can be numerical or365
categorical. It is also used when the examined groups are of unequal size,
and so can be used to compare the EHS and reduced data sets of 14,951 and
1016 cases, respectively.
H is a measure of the relative proximity in the correlation of both groups.
Large values of H indicate that the data sets are significantly independent.370
Because the KWt assumes a distribution, then H can be used to measure
the level of significance defined by the distribution under the null hypothesis;
this hypothesis establishes that the difference between the medians—of each
parameter value—in both groups is null (or quasi-null). Therefore, a value
below the level of significance suggests that the groups, in a given category,375
are different.
Table 2 shows that six of the input variables have a p-value < 0.05,
showing that they are significant and so should be included in the reduced
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data set. However, none of them directly affects the composition of the
volumetric cuboids. Because the EnHub platform uses the reduced data380
set, a significant variation is expected in the level of detail of non-primary
components, such as secondary heating systems and boiler parameters. To
determine whether EnHub’s predictions of energy performance are sensitive
to these parameters, a One-at-a-time (OAT) sensitivity analysis is applied,
in which it is found that dwelling archetype significantly impacts energy385
performance; but this variability, expressed by H, is more sensitive to the
contiguous cuboids whose geometry is configured and scaled using the re-
duced data set, i.e. modifying width, height, and depth, as well as adjusting
the openings ratio, in each of the volumetric archetypes.
2.2.1. Sensitivity Analysis390
Sensitivity Analysis (SA) techniques are primarily used to quantify input
uncertainties [38, 39, 40, 41] and to measure the variation of model outputs
relative to their inputs [42]. SAs are important for tracking errors and
assumptions in model inputs and for determining input influence. When
applied to housing stocks, they can reveal when the resolution of the data395
set introduces insufficiently granular representation of the parameters, and
can also quantify the extent to which modelling algorithms are unable to
effectively project the variability that is found in practice.
As a result, the implementation of SAs is useful to test the effective-
ness of strategic changes to housing stocks, identifying potentially impactful400
parameters to study when evaluating decarbonisation scenarios, and to im-
prove the development of stock models [43, 44, 45].
[Figure 4 about here.]
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Global and local SA are two common methods employed in housing
stock evaluations. The former considers a set of samples, with simultane-405
ous changes in their variables, so that interactions between them are also
represented, to evaluate the effect on the outcome or the response; the lat-
ter performs derivative changes at a single point, so that the response is
affected by single and sequential changes only [42]. A technique commonly
employed for global and local sensitivity analysis is the regression method.410
Tian [46] claims that it is the most widely used method for SA in building
energy analysis, particularly when the inputs are independent. However,
this requirement can be problematic when two or more model inputs are
correlated. Therefore, it is common to combine both global and local SAs
to determine the level of significance of the inputs.415
A common local SAs method is the One-at-a-time (OAT) approach,
where each input parameter is varied at a defined interval while the oth-
ers are held constant [47, 43]. The OAT approach has been extended to
screening methods [48, 49], which compare the uncertainties in the inputs
to those in the outputs. The Morris method (also called the elementary420
effects method) is the technique most often used in this domain. Here, each
input variable takes a discrete number of values that are chosen within lim-
its defined by their statistical properties. The method provides a measure
of the mean value, µ, which estimates the overall effect of the input on the
output, and a measure of the standard deviation, σ, that estimates second-425
and higher-order effects of the input variable [50, 48]. This process is out-
lined in Figure 8 where the set of variations is assigned in the input data
set, enabling the possibility to compare against a baseline.
The enriched cuboids, global, and OAT analyses are performed to iden-
tify the most influential parameters in the data set, many of which have been430
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identified in previous studies [40, 43, 51, 45]; albeit using different simulation
workflows. In EnHub, they are directly included in the simulation platform.
For example, Figure 4 presents results from the application of SAs by con-
trolling changes to the properties of elements contained in the catalogue of
properties used to generate idfs, and by modifying the reduced data set (or435
indeed by modifying properties related to the external environment, such
as weather files). Figure 4a shows that changes in loft (sometimes known
as attic) insulation and heating system efficiency significantly affect the en-
ergy performance; more so than increasing the wall thickness, as indicated
by their gradients. Figures 4b and 4c compare two output variables by ap-440
plying a screening method, which makes it possible to combine variables of
different class. Each input variable defines a dimension for the analysis in
which a trajectory of perturbation is defined. The trajectory is chosen by
advancing within the same dimension or to one other. In other words, any
input variable can be selected and changed from an initial stage, but this445
is limited to the next possible value, either forwards or backwards in its
own dimension. The input change constitutes the next initial stage, and so
the trajectory is developed. This allows comparisons between the discrete
values of each input variable with those of the output. There is widespread
agreement that this method is versatile and useful [48, 49], but the comput-450
ing time increases significantly and so its application to large data sets is
limited. EnHub accomplishes this analysis by selecting variables based on
expertise, and their use in national programmes and policies.
The results of the SA module are consistent with those presented in
previous studies [43, 51], where a rank of parameters establishes that the455
differential of temperature between the outside and the inside of a dwelling
is the most sensitive component. This is followed by the efficiency of heating
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systems (space and DHW), and infiltration rates. Thermal transmittance
(commonly known as U-values) is also prominent, especially for walls, as is
the number of occupants, although this value is limited in impact since it is460
decoupled here from the associated activities (e.g. use of appliances).
Similarly, yet limited in previous studies due to poor representation of
external parameters, solar energy technologies and socio-demographic vari-
ables are identified by the OAT analysis as being significant, and so they
are directly included into the model archetypes. Moreover, the original units465
of the data set are directly derived from the EHS, which in turn uses the
Postcode Address File (PAF) and the Lower-Super Output Area (SOA) to
define their weights4, which are used to represent the whole English hous-
ing stock. These units are selected randomly and merge information from
nearby PAFs, and the extrapolation is delimited by census subtotals. The470
inherent bias in this method, because of the generalisation of categorical
variables, affects solar-related parameters, and the definition of representa-
tive households. Thus, improving the quality of information describing these
variables would improve their significance.
[Table 2 about here.]475
[Figure 5 about here.]
Once the data set has been reduced, the units are re-weighted, and their
tenure and regional information are re-calibrated following a method em-
ployed by many other nationwide surveys [52] (see 6-10 in Algorithm 1).
4A weight, or weighting variable, assigns a value to a given case in a data set to
compensate how much they should be represented in the analysis [52]. In survey data,
weights are scaled to sum to the population total.
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This method compensates for the assumptions made in the sampling process480
which, as in the EHS, introduces a loss and bias of information [51]. The im-
pact of this reduction affects the performance of the simulation algorithms,
because their inputs may not exist or may be over-generalised. Hence, there
is virtue in developing a modular approach to construct archetypes, inde-
pendently.485
[Figure 6 about here.]
2.3. Step 3: Archetype Construction
The set of geometrically simplified models are constructed in a modular
fashion, following an Object-Oriented Modelling (OOM) approach; essen-
tially a collection of interacting objects, where each object is semantically490
defined with variables, classes and dependencies [53]. An OOM approach
provides the ability to detach specific sections of the modelling process, so
that they can be refined independently. OOM can be represented graphi-
cally using the Unified Modelling Language (UML) architecture to provide
a clear and unambiguous structure for the model attribution workflow, and495
to enhance the integrity of the predictions of the algorithms used to de-
scribe the energy flow pathways [54]. That is, the architecture shows the
logic in which the components are considered, as well as the distribution
and interrelationship of inputs and outputs used throughout the platform.
EnHub utilises a UML class diagram type (CD), focussed on the char-500
acteristics of the modules and their relationships. Similar implementations
have been used elsewhere to improve the development of highly detailed
libraries of classes to support more robust management of databases and
modelling algorithms [17, 55]. The EnHub approach is based on both the
idf documentation [56, 11] and the BREDEM structure [57], applied using505
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the CHM protocol [58]. The UML architecture is presented in Figure 6 and
its main components (that form the archetype-specific idfs) are summarised
in Table 3.
To link the EHS with the archetype-specific idf modules, a base case
idf is developed where variable flags5 are used to represent instances of the510
UML classes. In this way, each EHS sample unit can be associated with its
corresponding property fields and used to structure, scale and attribute the
volumetric archetype appropriately. These archetypes are explicitly repre-
sented as sets of contiguous cuboids (see Figure 7a) that account for the
number of floors and the presence of attics, basements, and attachments515
such as extensions and conservatories; Table 1 summarises the variables
used to built such a base case. Specifically, an array of cuboids is built by
processing the archetype information; cuboids attached to the main zone,
either on top or at the sides, can then be scaled or removed as required.
This helps to maintain the connection of shared surfaces. In this way, it is520
possible to represent the key residential types of the stock, such as detached
houses, semi-detached, end of terrace, mid terraced, flats (also known as
apartments) and bungalows (see Figure 7b). These forms, complemented
with their semantic attributes, comprehensively and robustly describe the
derived stock of archetypes, but are now based on an explicit volumetric525
representation (see Figure 7c).
[Figure 7 about here.]
The volumetric representation used by an idf includes the assignment
of internal zones. EnHub follows the BREDEM representation, using two
5In programming, a flag is a predefined string or sequence that is used as a reference
when a script is read or executed.
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zones. These are initially defined in each cuboid archetype using a main530
zone, and a distinct secondary zone that represents the rest of the building.
For example, in Figure 7a, the ground floor (GF) is initially assigned to the
former, whereas the basement, the first floor (1F) and a room in the roof (in
some cases, interchangeably referred to as attic), are assigned to the latter.
The attached constructions are employed to incorporate differences between535
detached dwellings and those forming terraced rows. Moreover, relation-
ships between openings (i.e. windows, doors, accesses) and total floor areas
are defined for each zone. In Figure 7b, the semi-detached house, as shown
in the middle, increases the number of surfaces at which EnergyPlus simu-
lates solar radiation. Hence, the relevance of a volumetric representation of540
archetypes, and the need to appropriately characterise openings.
Employing a base case idf to construct the volumetric archetypes helps
to respect EnergyPlus’s precise coordinate structure. Furthermore, whilst
idf property fields can be combined in any order, it is convenient to follow
the sequential structure of the EnergyPlus format [56, 11], because this545
helps with the readability in the representation of our archetypes, and the
convenience with which their attributes may later be manipulated. The
steps involved in adapting the base case idf are described in the pseudo
code shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Construction, simulation and analysis of archetypes;
Notation: 〈, 〉 means is a subset of
550
1. construct dwelling archetypes for simulation;
s represents the size of the data set employed
loop:
for i:=1 to s do
sA−general ← f(SAP, 〈EHS〉)555
sB−location ← f(SAP,ONS, 〈EHS〉)
sC−schedules ← f(ONS, 〈EHS〉)
sD−envelope ← f(ONS, 〈EHS〉)
sE−geometry ← f(ONS, 〈EHS〉)
sF−internal ← f(SAP,ONS, 〈EHS〉)560
sG−heating ← f(SAP,ONS, 〈EHS〉)
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sH−water ← f(SAP,ONS, 〈EHS〉)
sI−outputs ← f(EPlib, 〈EHS〉)
done
565
2. simulate dwelling archetypes
loop:
for i:=1 to s do
simulation← f(i, weatheri, schedulesi)
done570
3. analyse simulated dwelling archetypes
loop:
for i:=1 to s do
summary ← f(i, EHS,Outi)575
derived← f(i, EHS,Outi)
A catalogue of appliances and heating systems is included in the base
case idf to describe internal gains. Their specifications (i.e. power, effi-
ciency and heat gains) and fuel sources are defined using the EHS and the580
Energy Consumption in the UK tables [59]. Similarly, household water ser-
vices are included in the idfs, although they are reduced to a total annual
demand. Occupants and their associated (estimated) metabolic gains are
also included, and can be directly linked to specific intensity values, such as
heat gain per person and floor area per capita.585
The dynamic actions of devices and occupants are emulated using sched-
ules. These include time-related events, such as occupant presence, or the
use of appliances, window openings, heating systems, and water fixtures.
The schedule profiles are prepared for each model by applying a probabilis-
tic function that is dependent on the properties of each archetype, such as590
the household composition or dwelling type (see the pseudo code shown in
Algorithm 3). This means that even though profiles follow similar patterns,
each element is unique. This approach enables the behaviours of a specific
group of archetypes to be analysed. The resolution of a schedule is indepen-
dent of the model, but they are conveniently paired with the computational595
time-step at an hourly resolution [56]. Currently, the generated schedules
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for each day type are built for an entire year, but they can be seasonal.
Algorithm 3 Probabilistic profile generation
1. extract profile from national average daily profiles
Mn ← extract(data: average usage); n elements600
2. extract representative household parameters
Hhp ← extract(data: household ); p population
3. assign a probabilistic function to each profile605
based on average daily usage
dn ← P (Mn)
4. create random profile based on p-function for
a given period610
loop:
for i:=1 to 1016 do
for j:=1 to n do
for k:=1 to 365 do
randomise(Hhi, djk)615
In the same vein, EnHub uses a library of standard EnergyPlus Weather
(EPW) files to describe local environmental conditions for the defined pe-
riod. The appropriate weather files, used by EnergyPlus, are associated
according to the regions that the model archetype has explicitly been allo-620
cated to. The regions are aligned to the resolution provided by the EHS:
NUTS-16 level, which encloses subdivisions of the four UK countries, and
is regulated by the European Union. These EPW files are synthesised Test
Reference Years (TRYs), where each month represents an average over a
period of around 20 years. Each month may come from a different year,625
and so they are combined using a cubic spline method [60]. This method
interpolates the data when gaps and inconsistencies are present.
[Table 3 about here.]
6www.ons.gov.uk/methodology/geography/
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2.4. Step 4: Dynamic Simulation
As noted earlier, the platform architecture has been designed to provide630
for both flexibility and scalability. For example, it can simulate a single
archetype and systematically modify the parameters of A1 and C2 (see
Table 3) to increase temporal resolution; it can employ a OAT sensitivity
analysis module to analyse key independent variables (fabric properties, use
intensity, devices efficiency) for one or more archetypes; or it can simulate635
the entire UK housing stock to evaluate different scenarios (see Sections 1
and 3). Analyses can also be geographically constrained, to simulate the
housing stock of a city. This scalability results from the ability to detach
processes, as well as from the aforementioned modularity.
The whole stock is simulated for an entire calendar year, plus an addi-640
tional preheating period, at an hourly resolution. This resolution is reason-
able, given that we are not explicitly modelling ventilation, nor accounting
for the associated stochastic behaviours of occupants (although this will be
amended in the future); we simply utilise a fixed infiltration rate, and ven-
tilation heat gain schedules. Each simulation takes around 30 seconds to645
complete using a single core high-end computer7. However, multiple simula-
tions of the 1016 archetypes are required and so the workflow is coupled with
a High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster8, to reduce the simulation
time by over 98%. Figure 1 presents the conceptual structure of EnHub and
shows the communication paths between the components of the platform650
and the tools required to support it.
7Software specifications: EnergyPlus version 8.4, R version 3.2; Hardware specifica-
tions: Processor Intel Core i5 2.9 GHz CPU, 16 Gb RAM
8166 compute nodes (Dell C6220), with 2x 8-core processors (Intel Sandybridge E5-
2670 2.6GHz) and 32GB RAM
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2.5. Step 5: Iterative Analysis
The derived energy performance indicators are processed in R so that
they can be conveniently stored and compared. Thermal comfort indicators
are computed in EnergyPlus based on the ASHRAE-55 standard [56], but655
in the future they could be readily complemented with other indicators of
instantaneous comfort, or of over- or under-heating risk, by post-processing
the EnergyPlus results within EnHub.
Each batch of simulations of the 1016 archetypes is stored in a database,
in which multiple (input, output and auxiliary) data sets are linked by com-660
mon identifiers (see Figure 8); enriching analysis options. SA is employed
both for reference modelling (choice of archetypes and parameters to sam-
ple from) and scenario modelling (choice of parameters to act on). Figure 8
shows that there are two stages to the simulation process: the first stage
(A) focuses on data resolution, whereas the second (B) focuses on modelling665
parsimony and the study of different scenarios.
[Figure 8 about here.]
3. Application to Evaluate De-carbonisation Scenarios
Here we deploy the EnHub platform to evaluate a baseline and a series
of measures that are designed to reduce UK housing stock carbon intensity.670
3.1. Definition of Scenarios
The workflow summarised in Figure 1 is used to test two CO2 reduction
scenarios that are adapted from national policies [61, 62, 4, 63]. The first
emulates a perfect uptake scenario, where the fabric properties and appli-
ances of dwellings are upgraded to be as efficient as is plausibly possible,675
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regardless of their current values, associated costs, or the level of disrup-
tion in adopting them. The second is a conditional uptake scenario (see
the pseudo code shown in Algorithm 4), where the upgrade is limited to a
fraction of the stock represented by a particular archetype, and considers
real-life constraints, such as costs, disruption, and the initial values of the680
parameters of interest; so diminishing the likelihood of uptake of measures
that entail marginal gains or heavy disruption.
Algorithm 4 Implementation of conditioned uptake scenarios
1. obtain technical potential of implementation
technicali ← f(savings, trigger, uncertainty)685
2. obtain income / fuel expenditure ratio
incomei ← f(income, trigger, uncertainty)
3. obtain typology feasibility parameter690
contraintsi ← f(current, trigger, uncertainty)
4. obtain return of investment ratio
roii ← f(cost, trigger, uncertainty)
695
5. include random uptake process
randomi ← f(individual, trigger, uncertainty)
6. evaluate with thier corresponding uptake triggers
i:households700
Ui ← f(technicali, incomei, contraintsi, roii, randomi)
[Table 4 about here.]
The selected scenarios and associated measures are summarised in Ta-
ble 4, which describes the current status of the dwellings, and the variations705
that are then parsed to the model, with each scenario considered in isolation.
For each scenario, an additional case is tested to understand the implica-
tions of different occupancy profiles and patterns of usage; these are based
on average profiles defined in the Energy Consumption in the UK study
[4]. Here, multiple profiles are defined based on their existing probabilistic710
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distributions [4], so that the values relate to each archetype, and to each
element associated with an activity (as previously shown in Figure 3).
3.2. Results
[Table 5 about here.]
[Figure 9 about here.]715
Table 5 and Figure 9 summarise the outcomes from the perfect and
conditional uptake scenarios, whose measures are given in Table 4. They
show that when perfect uptake is assumed, A02 and A01 have the greatest
impacts, arising from improved fabric performance. Other impactful scenar-
ios are A05, A08, and A06; these latter two being partially counteracted by720
increased heating loads, affecting indoor temperature. When household con-
straints are considered in respect of scenario 02 (A01 to B02), the potential
emissions reduction is reduced by around 40%. The constraints considered
in measures B01-B07 are related to the disposable income of a household
or to the increased costs associated with more technically challenging cases,725
such as housing in conservation areas, solid masonry walls in old buildings,
or the insulation of loft spaces that are used for storage purposes with limited
accessibility.
[Figure 10 about here.]
The combined scenario (A01+A02) has a relatively high impact on en-730
ergy demand reduction (319 TWh, 25% less than the baseline). Table 5
shows that their combination is roughly equivalent to all the scenarios com-
bined (All). Likewise, Table 5 outlines the associated potential to reduce
energy demand by combining A01 with A03. However, it must be noted that
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some of the benefits of the individual measures overlap, so that the outcome735
is not the simple arithmetic sum of each respective saving, and so combining
multiple measures does not guarantee a substantial improvement. This can
be seen, for example, in Figures 9 and 10 that reveal the extent to which
energy demand is reduced by combining all the measures.
[Figure 11 about here.]740
Improvements to the fabric may be more likely to be viable for old and
large dwellings because of the relatively poor performance of their fabric
elements, and their relatively large surface areas. However, sometimes the
spaces within these type of buildings have been repurposed and cannot be
modified. For example, it is difficult to install energy conservation measures745
in a loft that has been designated for storage. Figure 11 outlines the pro-
portion of dwelling typologies (by epoch and type) in terms of accumulated
floor area in the housing stock. This helps to identify the archetypes that
have particular decarbonisation potential, or lack of. For example, pre-1919
terraced dwellings accumulate the greatest floor area in the stock, but their750
uptake potential is limited by the aforementioned constraints.
[Figure 12 about here.]
Figures 12a and 12b outline differences in the energy intensity of dwellings
by archetype. The area formed by the axis variables represents the total
energy demand (428 TWh for the baseline case). This helps to better un-755
derstand the effectiveness of the different measures, particularly when there
are real-world constraints that affect their implementation. For instance,
Figure 12a shows that, even though the accumulated energy demand reduc-
tion in older dwellings is significant, potential carbon reductions appear to
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be seriously constrained. Figure 12b shows that apartments are particularly760
sensitive to our modelled perfect uptake measures; albeit constrained by the
relatively small cumulative floor area.
[Figure 13 about here.]
Figure 13 suggests that renovation measures may impact on occupants’
thermal satisfaction, as the mean indoor temperature is elevated (relative765
to the base conditions) by around +0.8 K. This is due to indoor air temper-
atures that exceed the heating system set-point when it is on (due to excess
solar gains), or are higher when the heating system is off (due to better con-
servation of energy). These improvements are expectedly more noticeable
in the cold season, reducing energy bills among the population. Due to a770
lack of supporting data, any co-benefits to carbon emissions and comfort
levels that arise from renovation measures are ignored here (meaning that
potential energy savings may not be fully realised due to improved comfort
from higher indoor temperatures).
Finally, while scenarios A06-07 and B06-07 show that substitutions of775
lights and appliances are low-cost upgrades with a quick return on invest-
ment, they are not very effective. Increasing the efficiency of appliances is
clearly a quick and easy way to reduce electrical energy demand, but this
can be counteracted by increased heating demands.
The study of scenarios is useful because it enables the quick and conve-780
nient exploration of the limits of potential impacts arising from related poli-
cies or strategies. The testing of scenarios that consider the conditional up-
take of measures gives an understanding of potential to uptake constraints;
but they do not shed light on probable outcomes. This would require a
thorough understanding of the underlying drivers affecting the uptake of785
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energy-related improvements by households, and the associated trade-offs
between energy demand, costs, comfort, and convenience; likewise, changes
to energy-using practices. EnHub will be continually improved to facilitate
more granular analyses, and to integrate a platform simulating occupants’
energy-using behaviours and associated adaptive comfort, as well as a so-790
cial simulation platform to predict changes in households’ investment and
energy-using behaviours.
This combined platform has the potential to considerably improve upon
the ability to reliably diagnose where the greatest potential for socio-technical
innovation lies on the one hand—with a view to decarbonise the housing795
stock; and to design, test and implement policies and strategies to realise
this potential on the other.
4. Conclusion
This paper presents a new open-access modular platform for the dynamic
simulation of the UK housing stock—EnHub, with a view to efficiently eval-800
uating the effectiveness of national decarbonisation strategies. At present,
this is restricted to the analysis of the possible implications from perfect
or assumed uptake of these strategies, whether physical (building envelope,
systems and appliances), or behavioural.
Housing stock decarbonisation is a long-term endeavour that requires805
constant updates to the evidence base and recalibration of models. We
believe that EnHub can facilitate better inter- and trans-disciplinary col-
laboration, by providing a standardised hub to combine data models from
different perspectives. We also believe that an open-source dynamic simula-
tion platform, such as EnHub, offers greater utility and longevity, compared810
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to its closed and steady-state counterparts. This is reinforced by making
each component, of the semantically attributed 3D representations of the
archetypes comprising the UK housing stock, editable and verifiable.
To facilitate widespread accessibility, EnHub may be downloaded, upon
signing a by-attribution license agreement, from the open source version815
control repository GitHub. This also helps to facilitate and manage con-
tributions from other potential developers of EnHub—further enriching its
future functionality. Furthermore, work is currently underway to improve
the usability of EnHub, through a graphical user interface. In principle, this
may widen the user base from those interested in national decarbonisation820
policy, to include those that are interested in regional and city scale de-
carbonisation policy and planning interventions—by including geographical
constraints in its application.
Finally, to address the above restriction of assumed uptake of decarbon-
isation strategies, we plan to facilitate the combined modelling of household825
investment behaviours, and their responses to changes to the underlying
drivers that influence them (e.g. regulatory, financial, educational, social,
technical), and energy-using behavioural practices; this latter through in-
tegration with the multi-agent stochastic simulation platform Nottingham
Multi-Agent Stochastic Simulation (No-MASS) [64].830
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HPC
data
shell
Figure 1: Steps involved in the application of EnHub. The statistical platform R is em-
ployed to perform all the steps. The computationally-intensive tasks, such as the simula-
tion step, can be performed using a different hardware where EnergyPlus is installed.
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(c) Internal Average Temperature
Figure 2: Focused Principal Component Analysis (FPCA) visualisation. The estimated
energy demand in the models is the sum of fuel energy demands, in which (a) considers
the main fuel used in the stock. To identify other variables affecting the overall energy
demand, (b) considers the associated carbon emissions, which is directly dependent of
this. In (c), the internal temperature captures the response of the volumetric archetypes
to the influence of variables.
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(b) 7 pivotal variables - from Table 1
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(c) 40 pivotal variables - from EHS
Figure 3: Conditioned LHS iterations, with different pivotal variables. The y-axis indicates
the objective criterion which corresponds to the level of perturbation as compared to the
initial random dataset. The x-axis represents the resulting sample size. And the lines
represent trends according to the required number of iterations to accept a sample case.
Here, (a) presents high perturbation and the convergence is diffuse, which demands a
higher number of iterations; (b) is restricted to the archetypes, so its perturbation is
minor, and stabilises below 1000; and (c) initiates with high variability, but stabilises
quickly.
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(a) Global SA - insulation, thickness, efficiency. The Confidence Interval (CI) is determined
by applying locally weighted scatterplot smoothing.
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Figure 4: Examples of the SA module: screening method
Notation: AOc: AdultOccupants; Reg: Region; LIn: Loft Insulation; FCn: GF Construc-
tion; FHg: GF Storey Height ; WAr: Windows Area 1F ; HEf: Main Heating Efficiency ;
WTy: Glazing Technology ; Dft: Draught Infiltration; WTk: Wall Thickness.
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Figure 5: Comparison between the EHS and the reduced data set
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Systems & Appliances
Water Heating
Airﬂow & Moisture
Space Heating (& Cooling)
Location
Climate
+ region: string
+ terrain type: string
- dry-bulb temperature(): double
- wet-bulb temperature(): double
- relative humidity(): double
- wind speed(): double
- wind direction(): double
- precipitation(): double
- cloud cover(): double
- monthly-temperature(): double
- monthly-radiation(): double
- trys(): double
- dsys(): double
Position
+ latitude: double
+ longitude: double
+ elevation: double
- solar altitude(): double
- solar azimuth(): double
Building
Fabric
Situational Context
+ tenure type: string
+ dwelling type: string
+ construction epoch: string
+ local council: string
+ terrain type: string
+ region cluster: string
Geometry
- dwelling type: string
- storeys width: double
- storeys depth: double
- storeys height: double
- number of ﬂoors: integer
- number of indoor areas: integer
- orientation of main faҫade: integer
- attic presence: boolean
- basement presence: boolean
+ total ﬂoor area(): double
+ total volume(): double
- roof area(): double
- living area fraction(): double
- linear scale factor(): double
Attachments
- tenths of elevation attached: double
- additional constructions: string
+ sides sheltered(): double
- shelter factor(): double
- exposed perimeter(): double
- party wall area(): double
Assemblage & Materials
- wall construction type: string
- wall thickness: double
- ﬂoor construction type: string
- roof construction type: string
- door technology: string
- door dimenions: double
- window technology: string
- window dimenions: double
# thermal mass parameter(): double
# u-values(): double
# k-values(): double
+ fenestration area(): double
+ door area(): double
Fuel & Sources
Occupancy & Operation
External Drivers
Ventilation
+ total volume: integer
- dwelling exposure factor
- number of chimneys: integer
- number of open ﬂues: integer
- number of intermittent fans: integer
- number of passive vents: integer
- number of ﬂueless gas ﬁre: integer
+ eﬀective air change rate(): double
+ heat losses from ventilation(): double
Space Heating System
+ total ﬂoor area: double
- thermal mass parameter: double
+ heat loss parameter: double
- monthly average external temperature: double
- user demand temperature: double
- heating system characterisation: string
- heating system fuel: string
+ mean internal temperature(): decimal
- mean utilisation factor(): double
+ fuel demand(): double
+ heat loss rate(): double
+ main space heating requirement(): double
+ secondary space heating requirement(): double
+ utilisation factor for living area(): double
Domestic Hot Water Energy
- DHW system characterisation: string
- cylinder thermostat: boolean
- cylinder insulation thickness: double
- eﬃciency of water heating: integer
- number of occupants: integer
- number of showers: integer
+ hot water use per day(): double
+ distribution loss(): double
+ water storage loss(): double
+ primary circuit loss(): double
+ total heat gains(): double
+ fuel demand for DHW(): double
Appliances
- appliances ownership: integer
- appliances speciﬁcation: double
- total light outlets: integer
- low energy light outlets: integer
- pump system: string
- cooking system: string
- space-heating system: string
- DHW system: string
+ fuel required for lighting(): double
+ fuel required for appliances(): double
+ fuel required for cooking(): double
+ fuel required for space-heating(): double
+ fuel required for DHW(): double
# thermal eﬃciencies(): double
Inﬁltration
- type of construction: string
- type of ﬂoor: string
- type of roof: string
- monthly wind speed: double
- drought lobby: boolean
+ eﬀective air change rate(): double
+ heat losses from inﬁltration(): double
Solar Hot Water
- surface pitch factor surface: double
+ latitude: double
- monthly solar ﬂuxes: double
- cylinder type: string
- eﬃciency of solar water heating: integer
+ solar heat gains(): double
Cooling System
+ heat loss parameter: double
+ internal temperature: double
- monthly external temperature: double
+ cooling factor(): double
+ space cooling requirement(): double
+ fuel demand for cooling(): double
CO2 Emissions and Rating
- fuel for heating systems: string
- eﬃciency of heating systems: double
- total grid fuels(): double
- total oﬀ-grid fuels(): double
+ co2 emissions from heating(): double
+ co2 emissions by fuels(): double
+ co2 emissions by appliances(): double
+ sap rating(): integer
Grid Fuels
- electricity meter: double
- gas meter: double
+ total electricity cost(): double
+ total gas cost(): double
+ total heating cost(): double
Oﬀ-grid & Renewable Fuels
- biogas-biomass meter: double
- eolic meter: double
- oil units: integer
- coal units: integer
- wood units: integer
- panel type: string
- eﬃciency of solar panels: integer
+ solar heat gains(): double
+ solar electricity(): double
Household Context
- number of occupants: integer
- household class: integer
- tenure type: string
- local council: string
- household income: double
+ technology investment(): double
+ energy awareness(): integer
Individual Occupancy
- age of occupant: integer
- number of occupants: integer
- lifestyle dogma: string
- environmental awareness: string
- metabolic rate(): double
+ metabolic gains(): double
# activity usage(): double
# health issues(): double
# comfort states(): double
Local Policies
+ energy tax: string
+ spillover eco-policies: string
+ government regulations: string
- operational investment(): string
- structural investment(): string
Health Regulations
+ comfort levels: integer
+ local environmental index: double
- health issues(): string
Loads & Heat Transmission
External Gains
Direct Solar Gains
- type of glaze element: integer
- area of glaze element: double
- incident solar ﬂux factor: double
- solar access (overshading) factor: string
- frame factor: double
- transmissiion factor: double
- windows facing direction: string
+ solar gains(): double
Heat Losses & Exchanges
- lenght of thermal bridge: double
- transmittance of thermal bridge: double
- exposed perimeter: double
- party wall area: double
- u-value of building elements: double
- k-value of building elements: double
+ total ﬂoor area: double
- wall type: string
- wall insulation: string
+ fabric heat losses(): double
+ heat transfer coeﬃcients(): double
+ heat loss parameters(): double
Internal Heat Gains
+ temperature in living area: integer
+ external temperature: integer
+ total ﬂoor area: double
+ number of occupants: integer
+ lighting factor(): double
# metabolic gains(): double
+ lighting gains(): double
+ appliance gains(): double
+ cooking gains(): double
+ pump and fan gains(): double
+ evaporation losses(): double
+ hot water gains(): double
+ utilisation factor for other areas (): double
+ dwelling’s speciﬁc heat loss (): double
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CD
Figure 6: Development of UML architecture aligned with the BREDEM structure
(adapted from [55])
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GF Floor
main construction
attached constructions / rest of building zone
attic
basement
1st Floor 1st Floor
2nd Floor
3rd Floor
nth Floor
(a) Cuboid description: abstraction of a two floors mid-terraced house
with attic and basement. Each square represents a zone for the
EnergyPlus format. – ”Victorian Houses” (Author: N. Ramasamy;
Flickr link; accessed 15 March 2013; Licensed under CC-BY2.0.;
Adapted)
(b) Examples of Cuboid Configurations: left, end-of-terrace house;
middle, semi-detached house with attic and basement; right, apart-
ments
nth Floor
4th Floor
3rd Floor
2nd Floor
Ground Floor
Basement
Main Right AttachedLeft Attached
Main
(c) Example of Volumetric Representation: terraced houses with attic
room
Figure 7: Cuboid abstraction41
Figure 8: Simulation and analysis flowchart. The (A) reference modelling stage is em-
ployed to study energy performance of a dwelling archetype, either for further parametri-
sation, or for measuring specific variables. The (B) scenario modelling is employed to
evaluate changes to the input variables, to test their potential effectiveness.
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Figure 9: Summarised energy demand reduction, by scenario (Sx) and applied measure
(#); 1: wall insulation, 2: roof insulation, 3: glazing, 4: boiler insulation, 5: draught
proofing, 6: lighting, 7: appliances, 8: occupancy, ll: all combined
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Figure 10: Differential Energy Demand
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Figure 11: English Housing Stock - Total Floor Area by Archetypes
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(b) Intensity by type
Figure 12: Reduction of energy by archetypes (stock indicator)
Total Area (→) x Energy Intensity (↑) = Domestic Sector Energy Demand (). EnHub
estimates this to be 428 TWh for the baseline case. Total energy demand reduction is
indicated in white. 45
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Figure 13: Variations in Energy Intensity and Indoor Temperature
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Table 1: Reduction Variables
Id Category Values
C1 no. floors [GF, 1F, 2F, 3F]
C2 basement [present, absent]
C3 attic [present, absent]
C4 attachments [left, right, both, no]
C5 regions [north, central, south]
C6 heater type [gas, electric, other]
C7 tenure [private, social]
C8 built age [pre 1920, pre 1975, modern]
NOTE: The initial reduction considers
the combination of the first group of vari-
ables (above dashed line): 4x2x2x4
845
Appendix A. Statistical Analysis
Table A.6 summarises the process of backwards elimination performed850
to identify redundancy in the EHS data set.
[Table 6 about here.]
[Table 7 about here.]
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Table 2: KWt summary
variable name p.value ↓ significance ↑
felextrf External insulation (right side) 0.027 yes
.attach right Attachment (right side) 0.029 yes
ageoldx Age of oldest person 0.031 yes
unoc Under occupancy 0.038 yes
pyngx Age of youngest person 0.043 yes
.main fa xtra Main Extra Construction 0.047 yes
finnofir Total number of open fireplaces 0.051 not
.attachR Attachment (right side) 0.056 not
DHWSystem DWH system 0.112 not
mainfuel Main Fuel 0.120 not
finchtyp Main Heating System 0.129 not
...
TFA Total Floor Area 0.409 not
.insulation front Insulation (front wall) 0.909 not
FstFStoreyHeight 1F height 0.944 not
GFStoreyHeight GF height 0.965 not
NOTE: The Table presents an abridged tabulation of the vari-
ables’ significance. Most of these variables are computed di-
rectly from the raw EHS datasets; however, there are derived
(or processed) variables that complement the reference survey
data.
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Table 3: EnergyPlus typology-specific components with UML reference
UML blocks
A1 A2a A2b A2c B1 B2 C1 C2 D1a D2b D2a D2b D3a D3b D4 E1 E2a E2b F1 F2 F3 G1 G2
A x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B x . . . . . . x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C . . . . . . x x . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x
D x . x x x . . x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E x x x x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
F x . . . x x . . x . . . . . x x x x . . . . .
G . . . . . x x x x x x x . . . . . . . . . x x
H x . . . . . . x . . . . x x x . . . . . . x x
id
f
se
ct
io
n
s
I x . . . . . x x . . . . . . . x x . x x x . .
A id: Simulation Parameters B id: Location and Period C id: Schedules associated
• timestep resolution • location information • linked schedules
• building name as global identifier • linked weather file • simulation timestep
• surface convection algorithm • simulation period
• heat balance algorithm • seasonal attributes
D id: Surface and Constructions E id: Thermal Zones and Geometry F id: Internal Gains
• materials catalogue • opening areas and walls • occupants properties
• constructions catalogue • faade dimensions
• specific openings properties • internal heights • equipment properties
• specific values for walls, floors, roofs • zone lists
G id: HVAC H id: DHW System I id: Outputs
• main heating system type • dwelling water demand • energy demand by end-use
• additional heating system • heat gains from DHW • fuel demand
• heat zone assignment • heat gains
• comfort estimates
NOTES: Each idf section summarises the main parameters included in the EnergyPlus structure. A more detailed summary of cross-referenced components is provided in Figure 6
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Table 4: Selection of prominent national policies to test scenarios for perfect and condi-
tional uptakes
id Scenario Status
A: perfect uptake
A01 Solid wall insulation Non-insulated: 47%; semi-upgraded: 21%; efficient 32%
A02 Loft insulation Non-insulated: 45%; semi-upgraded: 35%; efficient 20%
A03 Double glazing Non-efficient windows: 45%; semi-upgraded: 35%; efficient 20%
A04 Cylinder insulation Non-insulated:15%; below 50mm: 50%; efficient:35%
A05 Draught proofting Below permitted: 65%; efficient: 35%
A06 Low energy lights Non-efficient lighting: 35%; semi-upgraded: 50%; efficient 15%
A07 Efficient household appliances Non-efficient appliances: 50%; semi-upgraded: 45%; efficient 5%
A08 User Behaviour Typical profiles based on national studies.
B: conditional uptake
B01 Solid wall insulation This represents: 60% of the A01 upgrade.
B02 Loft insulation This represents: 45% of the A02 upgrade.
B03 Double glazing This represents: 56% of the A03 upgrade.
B04 Cylinder insulation This represents: 46% of the A04 upgrade.
B05 Draught proofting This represents: 33% of the A05 upgrade.
B06 Low energy lights This represents: 40% of the A06 upgrade.
B07 Efficient household appliances This represents: 40% of the A07 upgrade.
B08 User Behaviour Test different assumptions on occupancy and minimum EUIs
NOTES: Assumptions based on both SAP catalogue and The Building Reg-
ulations. 01 emulates U-values below 0.3 (W/m2K); 02 emulates a thickness
of 270mm and U-value below 0.2 (W/m2K); 03 emulates a U-value of at
least 3.1 (W/m2K) as established in The Building Regulations; 04 emulates
a cylinder insulation over 55mm; 05 emulates a maximum infiltration level of
0.25 ach; 06 emulates low-energy lighting at 100%; 07 emulates low-energy
for average household appliances; 08 emulates behaviour-related schedules
associated to household appliances usage and metabolic gains.
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Table 5: Scenarios results
(a) Perfect Uptake
BASE A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 A08 A01+02 A01+03 ALL
Energy Demand [TWh] 428 365 322 423 423 390 399 415 394 319 361 311
Internal Temperature [K] 289.1 0.26 0.12 -0.07 0.02 0.14 0.14 0.00 0.32 0.28 0.19 0.26
Emissions [ tCO2hh ] 5.7 -18% -31% -2% -1% -9% -7% -3% -8% -32% -20% -35%
Energy per area [kWhsqm ] 261 222 196 258 258 237 243 253 240 194 219 188
Energy per capita [MWhp ] 11.0 9.4 8.3 10.9 10.9 8.4 8.4 11.0 10.1 8.2 9.3 8.0
Uptakers [%] - 68 79 45 65 65 85 95 - 79 68 100
(b) Conditional Uptake
BASE B01 B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 B07 B08 B01+02 B01+03 BLL
Energy Demand [TWh] 428 390 365 425 425 407 412 421 462 368 391 363
Internal Temperature [K] 289.1 0.16 0.07 -0.04 0.01 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.18 0.15 0.11 0.14
Emissions [ tCO2hh ] 5.7 -11% -19% -1% -1% -5% -4% -2% 8% -17% -11% -19%
Energy per area [kWhsqm ] 261 237 222 259 259 248 251 256 249 224 238 221
Energy per capita [MWhp ] 11.0 9.4 8.3 10.9 10.9 9.6 9.6 11.0 10.5 9.5 10.1 9.3
Uptakers [%] - 36 32 24 29 52 84 94 - 36 36 100
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Abbreviations
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning855
Engineers
BREDEM Building Research Establishment Domestic Energy Model
CCC Committee on Climate Change
CHM Cambridge Housing Model
CLI Command Language Interface860
DHW domestic hot water
DOMVENT Domestic Ventilation Model
EHS English Housing Survey
EnHub housing stock Energy Hub
EPW EnergyPlus Weather865
FPCA Focused Principal Component Analysis
GHG Greenhouse Gases
GLM Generalised Linear Model
GUI Graphical User Interface
HEED Home Energy Efficiency Database870
HPC High Performance Computing
HSEM Housing Stock Energy Model
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HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
idf EnergyPlus Input Data File
KWt Kruskal-Wallis H Test875
LHS Latin Hypercube Sampling
No-MASS Nottingham Multi-Agent Stochastic Simulation
NUTS Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics
OAT One-at-a-time
OOM Object-Oriented Modelling880
PCA Principal Component Analysis
PAF Postcode Address File
SA Sensitivity Analysis
SOA Super Output Area
TRY Test Reference Year885
UK United Kingdom
UML Unified Modelling Language
TFA Total Floor Area
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Table A.6: GLM rating derived from the stock energy evaluation in EnHub
Catn Variable (disaggregated) Electricity Demand Gas Demand Internal Temperature Cat Variable (disaggregated) Electricity Demand Gas Demand Internal Temperature
(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c)
ctx ageband1900-1918 -133.618 (389.421) 8,482.547*** (2,262.874) 0.409* (0.231) cellarwxtra 0 2,532.359*** (730.670) 0.490*** (0.107)
ageband1919-1944 -629.732* (328.798) -11,876.630 (8,643.790) 0.239 (0.236) facadeheight 273.043*** (51.018) 0.149*** (0.037)
ageband1945-1964 73.834 (321.574) -430.885 (845.892) 0.054 (0.236) felcavlfQuestion Not Applicable 5,684.806** (2,509.387) -3,015.674 (5,396.284)
ageband1965-1974 100.749 (343.880) -21,779.950*** (4,980.188) -0.668** (0.275) felcavlfYes -95.957 (250.376) 1,245.668** (542.601)
ageband1975-1980 -360.280 (494.311) -2,959.396** (1,240.613) -1.012*** (0.309) felextbfQuestion Not Applicable -2,164.365* (1,228.670)
ageband1981-1990 -1,244.199*** (415.128) -2,817.250*** (1,035.777) -1.237*** (0.294) felextbfYes -5,080.463** (2,066.522)
ageband1991-1995 -1,441.712** (660.545) -1,940.470 (1,541.450) -1.342*** (0.333) felextffQuestion Not Applicable -8,095.438** (3,940.779) 0.480 (0.519)
ageband1996-2002 -1,099.831 (706.980) -4,849.826*** (1,605.351) -1.686*** (0.346) felextffYes 2,739.233 (2,169.354) 0.522*** (0.167)
agebandPost 2002 -699.838* (398.058) -3,972.823*** (995.753) -1.200*** (0.292) felextlfQuestion Not Applicable -5,705.763** (2,510.862) 3,111.386 (5,404.663)
agebandPre 1850 652.560** (322.442) -1,230.242* (743.533) 0.062 (0.104) felextlfYes -1,232.903** (555.795) 3,559.246** (1,695.976)
arnatxother urban centre 508.858 (441.301) -1,226.125 (976.276) -0.152 (0.138) flatarea -598.199** (249.916) -1,552.052*** (564.090) -0.135* (0.080)
arnatxrural 665.680 (603.577) -4,597.320*** (1,376.714) -0.827*** (0.188) flatareax 605.104** (255.388) 1,640.602*** (584.958) 0.131 (0.082)
arnatxrural residential 1,384.238** (624.434) 458.260 (1,401.394) 0.704*** (0.197) flatblocks -823.425*** (123.492) -362.117** (174.361) -0.500*** (0.095)
arnatxsuburban residential 759.530* (426.704) -672.271 (960.061) -0.123 (0.137) flatd -807.233* (424.288)
arnatxvillage centre 1,813.287*** (574.279) -1,721.748 (1,289.697) -0.315* (0.183) flatfloors 764.245 (579.051) 0.287*** (0.095)
felorienNorth 3,274.620*** (799.526) 0.454*** (0.113) flath -939.991 (691.929) 6,037.718*** (1,524.396) -0.826*** (0.231)
felorienNorth-east 3,141.772*** (955.304) 0.175 (0.133) flatw -773.434* (424.761)
felorienNorth-west 3,283.262*** (990.398) 0.353** (0.138) floors 6,312.159*** (971.071) -0.436*** (0.163)
felorienSouth 1,627.948* (877.513) 0.238* (0.122) housestoreyx -2,084.330** (860.011) 0.235* (0.122)
felorienSouth-east 2,547.355*** (985.400) 0.287** (0.140) isattic 2,646.479*** (525.979) 0.330*** (0.080)
felorienSouth-west 2,130.764** (912.852) 0.439*** (0.130) isbungalow -1.979*** (0.163)
felorienUnknown 19,412.910*** (7,019.450) -2.370*** (0.538) iscellar 1.418*** (0.115)
felorienWest 1,669.975* (915.189) 0.326** (0.130) lsf 812.543*** (266.981) 0.117** (0.055)
fmoduleHouse (single unit) -247.084 (1,065.942) -0.232 (0.247) mainfa -9.688** (4.637) -0.004*** (0.002)
fmodulePurpose built flats (multiple units) 1,625.671* (930.768) 0.742** (0.334) mainfaxtra 0.012*** (0.004)
northaxis -2.143** (1.015) -0.001 (0.0003) storeysd 343.387*** (109.681) 0.040** (0.016)
regionEast Midlands 96.216 (533.030) -59.336 (1,174.576) -0.674*** (0.162) storeysdxtra 97.679* (58.020)
regionLondon 604.959 (431.783) 176.792 (952.167) -1.014*** (0.138) storeysh -1,445.879** (648.238) 6,945.203 (4,331.311) 2.005*** (0.669)
regionNorth East 958.309 (587.260) -829.361 (1,277.758) -1.572*** (0.180) storeyshxtra -8,748.733** (3,931.356) -2.617*** (0.611)
regionNorth West 968.633** (424.720) 1,310.224 (944.440) -1.791*** (0.132) storeysw 277.440*** (49.060) 571.876*** (133.378) 0.113*** (0.019)
regionSouth East 279.611 (419.133) -1,187.339 (927.938) -0.593*** (0.132) TFA -0.007*** (0.001)
regionSouth West 1,141.305** (446.948) -1,653.824* (983.404) -0.150 (0.140) typeFLAT - Non-residential plus flat -0.235 (0.443)
regionWest Midlands 189.217 (513.133) 780.760 (1,145.227) -1.351*** (0.161) typeFLAT - Purpose built -0.602* (0.320)
regionYorkshire and the Humber 293.968 (464.006) 1,950.620* (1,029.346) -1.534*** (0.141) typeHOUSE - Detached -0.704*** (0.250)
gmt attachleft -391.851* (236.908) typeHOUSE - End terrace -0.502* (0.256)
AttachStateLeft 2,572.780*** (579.114) -0.262*** (0.095) typeHOUSE - Mid terrace -0.670*** (0.258)
AttachStateNone -2,276.800 (1,963.311) -1.400*** (0.292) typeHOUSE - Semi-detached -0.505** (0.248)
AttachStateRight 2,672.694*** (640.036) -0.515*** (0.099) typeHOUSE - Temporary -1.482** (0.717)
cavityfront 1,927.267** (953.862) -1,171.927 (762.740) typerstrflat 0.223 (0.197)
cavityleft -1,654.055* (854.971) -0.199 (0.137) typerstrmansard 0.246 (0.276)
cavityright -1,904.343** (871.570) typerstrmixed types 0.162 (0.251)
cellard -245.193** (105.304) typerstrpitched -0.047 (0.168)
cellarh 8,290.003** (3,889.835) 2.424* (1.275) typewindouble-glazed- UPVC -1,842.613* (1,000.875)
cellarhxtra -4,052.833* (2,248.383) -1.214* (0.699) typewindouble-glazed- wood -1,633.188 (1,213.154)
cellarw 396.782 (283.693) typewinmixed types -813.180 (1,208.819)
NOTES: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
n gmt: geometrical, hhd: household, ctx: contextual, hts: heating
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Table A.6: GLM rating derived from the stock energy evaluation in EnHub - continuation
Catn Variable (dis) Electricity Demand Gas Demand Internal Temperature Cat Variable (dis) Electricity Demand Gas Demand Internal Temperature
(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c)
typewinsingle-glazed- metal -5,474.360*** (1,637.496) Inccatlow -2,272.356** (883.929) -0.948*** (0.265)
typewinsingle-glazed- UPVC -3,061.403 (3,826.228) Inccatmed -1,296.777** (564.885) -0.568*** (0.179)
typewinsingle-glazed- wood casement -903.250 (1,094.423) litecost 12.320*** (2.821)
typewinsingle-glazed- wood sash -1,342.717 (1,100.831) spahcost 2.931*** (0.721) 3.599** (1.420) 0.0003*** (0.0001)
wallconstruction -314.297*** (55.034) -0.037*** (0.008) unocUnder occupying 0.104* (0.060)
wallThickness 3,158.325 (2,137.725) 1.632** (0.679) wathcost 4.012*** (1.153)
hhd agehrpx 127.945*** (44.833) -26.602 (19.553) hts finchbcd -0.337** (0.166) 0.525 (0.344)
ageoldx -120.718*** (44.934) finchtypCommunal/CHP -8,148.802*** (1,757.142) -0.715*** (0.241)
agepartx 0.003 (0.002) finchtypElectric ceiling/underfloor 2,747.625* (1,415.476) 0.430 (0.342)
allincx 0.167** (0.068) finchtypQuestion Not Applicable 1,976.628 (1,981.790) -0.304 (0.394)
cookcost 14.192 (9.501) 0.008*** (0.002) finchtypRoom heaters 4,747.898*** (1,247.743) 0.148 (0.183)
eHIindpoverty 866.333* (479.746) finchtypStorage heaters 2,087.242** (1,012.540) 0.287* (0.164)
eHS 5,262.710** (2,624.621) -994.118* (587.506) finchtypWarm air -146.093 (993.967) 0.430* (0.260)
elecmopPre payment -0.056 (0.079) findistyRadiators -2,159.239** (974.605)
elecmopStandard credit -0.151** (0.069) findistyUnderfloor 6,250.357*** (1,639.902)
finmhfueCommunal - from boiler -4,143.596** (1,963.889) 901.710 (4,178.862) finwhcylQuestion Not Applicable -2,867.514 (1,892.430)
finmhfueElectricity - 10hr tariff -4,048.115 (2,520.113) 5,551.307 (5,280.428) finwhcylUnknown 479.019 (415.612)
finmhfueElectricity - 24hr tariff -844.776 (3,029.931) 8,629.020 (6,210.958) finwhmms12.5mm -1,383.850* (745.333) -2,191.281 (1,652.363)
finmhfueElectricity - 7hr tariff -1,850.275 (2,206.837) 6,891.481 (4,542.809) finwhmms25 mm -141.379 (247.521) -1,302.315** (545.759)
finmhfueElectricity - standard -2,155.658 (2,229.460) 6,901.943 (4,615.493) finwhmms38 mm -2,126.907*** (659.002) 1,565.841 (1,428.598)
finmhfueGas - Bulk/LPG -1,377.994 (2,304.633) 8,704.779* (5,002.130) finwhmms50 mm -2,219.884** (891.607) 542.889 (1,781.393)
finmhfueGas - Mains -1,569.778 (2,500.844) 11,998.340** (5,246.026) heat4xfixed room heating -3,641.989*** (1,147.232)
finmhfueOil -6,372.868*** (2,302.414) -2,000.661 (4,332.658) heat4xstorage heater -1,318.605 (1,076.429)
finmhfueQuestion Not Applicable -5,810.017** (2,828.069) 11,896.630** (5,792.274) heaterredGas 0.253* (0.152)
finmhfueSolid fuel - anthracite -1,579.105 (3,423.123) -4,690.303 (7,223.806) heaterredOil 0.318* (0.175)
finmhfueSolid fuel - coal -4,261.434 (3,324.294) 17,046.870** (7,301.591) heaterredOther 0.198 (0.228)
finmhfueSolid fuel - smokeless fuel -5,820.910* (3,195.725) -673.376 (6,400.846) heaterredSolid 0.733*** (0.162)
finmhfueSolid fuel - wood -2,461.404 (2,340.024) 11,823.600** (4,930.865) mainfuelbulk LPG 1,945.978 (3,598.372) -17,664.080** (7,855.263)
finnofir 826.143** (328.304) mainfuelcommunity heating from boilers 11,088.280*** (3,564.820) -1,658.345 (7,420.785)
fpbasinc 0.065 (0.046) mainfuelcommunity heating from CHP/waste heat 6,962.044* (3,633.674) -4,040.558 (7,844.030)
fpflgbNot in FP - basic income definition 581.527* (334.254) 2,222.139*** (751.629) mainfuelelectricity (10 hr. off peak) 6,386.972* (3,274.319) -7,916.335 (7,105.703)
fpflgfNot in FP - full income definition -768.360** (356.503) -1,698.766** (759.975) mainfuelelectricity (7 hr. off peak) 6,685.988** (3,211.061) -10,389.010 (6,887.299)
fpfullinc -0.092* (0.051) -0.082 (0.056) -0.00001 (0.00000) mainfuelelectricity (7 hr. on peak) 4,714.173 (4,626.694) -1,898.283 (9,227.019)
fpindf -2,135.674* (1,289.204) 1.340*** (0.376) mainfuelelectricity (standard tariff) 7,450.393** (3,158.378) -11,035.800 (6,885.515)
fplihcgap 1.549** (0.617) mainfuelgas (mains) 1,653.429 (2,781.317) -6,828.595 (6,036.646)
fplihcqdtHigh income low costs -2,222.905*** (576.592) mainfuelheating oil 5,545.196 (3,462.841) -9,192.091 (7,521.782)
fplihcqdtLow income high costs 46.263 (578.766) mainfuelhouse coal 3,559.605 (3,749.324) -23,362.920*** (8,232.796)
fplihcqdtLow income low costs -1,821.565** (751.431) mainfuelsmokeless fuel 4,299.161 (4,278.794) -8,032.143 (9,274.553)
fuelexpn -2.211*** (0.674) -2.563* (1.310) mainfuelwood 2,558.473 (3,068.993) -17,550.650*** (6,657.916)
gasmopn/a = No gas -2,034.873*** (745.060) watersysElectric immersion heater 1,875.594*** (444.175) -1,504.898 (951.205) 0.315** (0.135)
gasmopPre payment -2,675.785*** (689.754) watersysInstantaneous 2,587.915*** (528.159) -750.204 (1,106.023) 0.551*** (0.160)
gasmopStandard credit -1,629.660*** (611.569) watersysWith central heating 809.960 (504.763) 696.070 (949.491) 0.191 (0.146)
hhincx -0.414*** (0.100) Constant -1,444.060 (6,124.506) -20,724.350* (10,611.130) 17.058*** (1.676)
hyeargrx 0.161*** (0.049)
NOTES: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
n gmt: geometrical, hhd: household, ctx: contextual, hts: heating
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